1999 kawasaki vulcan 1500 classic

A far, far cheaper way of cruising than buying into the Harley dream. Reliable too. The VNs are
positively vast so, if road presence is important to you, they could be your thing. Lots of gutsy,
low down performance with smooth touring speeds at the top end mean relaxed, joyful and easy
riding. Soft, plushâ€¦ Like sitting in a pile of cushions. A rubber-mounted, v-twin, oozing with
thunderous torque, it hauls this heavyweight around with a seeming lack of effort. At higher
speeds it copes well, cruising happily at around 80mph. Delivery is smooth and laid-back. More
reliable than its American counterparts, the VN rumbles on and on. Finish is very good. Recalls
on some early bikes were for electrical failures and transmission problems. Find a Kawasaki VN
for sale. The tank-mounted dash is fairly basic, but looks the part, plus wide bars, a low seat
and plenty of sleek chrome round it off. Early bikes lacked fuel injection and the five-speed
gearbox. Six months later November 96 , it gets revised gear ratios, single valve springs and a
new oil pump. There are suspension modifications and the bike goes from a 4- to 5-speed
transmission. The model is discontinued in as the VN takes over. VN Classic Tourer: Based on
the standard model, the touring version had cast wheels, a wider front tyre, a new exhaust, an
adjustable windscreen, new footboards, hard luggage and more chrome! Ran from â€” VN
Drifter: The first VN to get fuel injection in , the Drifter had a definite s look about it with acres of
bodywork in a theatrical, cruiser design and a single, saddle-style seat. Single front disc. VN
Nomad: Based on the standard bike but with screen, panniers and twin front discs it needed
them: it weighed in at kg. It also had fuel injection. VN Mean Streak: A low-rider version with
slightly more horsepower 71bhp , a bit less weight kg , twin front discs and bigger, 43mm forks.
Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Best: powerful,
can keep up with the Harleys. Lots of chrome, comfortable Worst: nothing. Minimal
maintenance, really comfortable easy handling at high or low speed, floats down the road,
proper throttle application and it eats up twisties pretty good for a cruiser. Good
recommendation. Single front disc, rear drum, pay attention and don't be stupid the brakes are
good enough. Great for highway cruising, good in the mountains where I live , twisties ok and
fun, scrape the floorboards no problem-gas on it, not so great on dirt roads but ok. Need gas
before get tired. Cruiser with cruiser power delivery, no complaints, didn't buy a racing
machine. Alcohol softened rubber tip of float valve and it stuck wide open, replaced valve and
seat and all gas lines with newer materials in Runs like a dream. Rest of bike is near flawless, no
rust or pitting, garage kept. Original mile service at miles by a dealer. Then a local guy does the
rest, 1 front tyre, 1 rear tyre, a handful of oil and filter changes, plugs once, coolant once, air
filter once, carb work once. I'm cheap, this stuff doesn't get done every year. Total for
maintenance and repairs in 14 years under a thousand US dollars. Floorboards, love them,
luxury item. Added a windshield, saddlebags and radar detector. Buying experience: Dealer, 10,
on the tag, dropped it to , traded a 12 year old Intruder, 8k on the CC and out the door,
windshield, bags, crash bar included. Bought in a flurry. Entertaining for the first week. Bland,
bland, bland. Not enough going for it to overlook the flaws. A single disc on a kg machine?
Caliper lacks bite to boot. Hoses aren't braided. Kawasaki Heavy Industries could have
improved on the H-D breed but copied the formula in every respect to the detriment of the bike.
Handling is OK for a barge. You have to take these things in context - she's a long, long bike.
Nice wide sweepers are more this bikes forte. Mini roundabouts less so. But that's to be
expected. You would have thought there'd be spades of low down and mid-range torque in a cc
twin! Not so, really. Mid-range was OK. Not impressive for the size of the engine. And being a
big twin, it ran out of puff at 5k rpm So it was a bit duff really. And then we get to the gearbox.
Only 4 gears, 1st was really low, but 2nd and 3rd were much higher so it was quite a jump from
1st to 2nd and 3rd which was annoying as hell around town. And there was the "positive neutral
finder" - which made shifting from 1st to 2nd a two prod action as there was no way to shift
through neutral without it being engaged. I don't know how, if it's something wrong with the
sidestand but I dropped it twice off the sidestand. And it used to really take some cranking to
fire up, often requiring a throttle twist before starting. Which is a bugger when your bike has an
alarm The most efficient bike I've ever had - as in: the most efficient way to turn fossil fuels into
sound with movement as a mere by-product. They are a lot of engine, so they will always be
worth a bit of money so minimal depreciation saves the day. About 35mpg out of mine. The
main reason I bought it was everyone told me the state of NZ roads was terrible and I had to
take it easy. So I bought a comfy, shaft driven, easy going bike this bike. Clock mounted on tank
is stupid - you have to keep glancing down to see it. And the clock lights aren't very bright at
night. And having the clock on the tank means you can't have a tank bag! Chrome is the cheap
flaky variety. Leather saddlebags look a bit Village People, young man. And aren't waterproof.
But at least they are there. It had Vance and Hines kit, a known service history, lowish mileage,
bought from a local dealer with a duff battery who wanted me to pay for it MotoMart, Lower Hutt.
Sold it 18 months later for 2k NZD less privately. Which isn't a big loss, really. This bike is so

comfy, have been on many long trips. IE, Oregon to Sturgis, glacier park, Yellowstone I'm a
woman about 5'4" and I am flat footed at a stop. Very easy to handle almost drives itself. I love
my bike! Buying experience: I bought it used. And it was a great experience. Great bike, the
weight and power took alot of getting used to but a joy to ride when you get to grips with it. The
panniers hold loads of gear, the acceleration off the line is superb. Riding position is sooo
comfortable you can go for hours on end. Wouldnt trade this bike in for the world. Owners'
rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 11 images. View bikes for sale.
Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Model history VN Classic launched, updated from an
earlier version dating from Other versions VN Classic Tourer: Based on the standard model, the
touring version had cast wheels, a wider front tyre, a new exhaust, an adjustable windscreen,
new footboards, hard luggage and more chrome! Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5.
Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Cruiser with cruiser power delivery, no complaints,
didn't buy a racing machine. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Original mile service at miles by a dealer.
Equipment 5 out of 5 Floorboards, love them, luxury item. Engine 1 out of 5 You would have
thought there'd be spades of low down and mid-range torque in a cc twin! Value vs rivals 3 out
of 5 The most efficient bike I've ever had - as in: the most efficient way to turn fossil fuels into
sound with movement as a mere by-product. Equipment 3 out of 5 The main reason I bought it
was everyone told me the state of NZ roads was terrible and I had to take it easy. Engine 5 out of
5. Equipment 5 out of 5 This bike is so comfy, have been on many long trips. Kawasaki VN
Classic motorcycle review - Riding. Low Summary of owners' reviews. The Kawasaki VN Vulcan
Drifter is a fuel-injected , shaft driven and water cooled, part of the Kawasaki Vulcan line of
cruiser motorcycles created in the classic style lines of the s Indian Chief. Kawasaki built this
model between and Retro motorcycles were becoming the rage and the question was posed
"What would a modern up-to-date Indian look like and what kind of technology would it have?
They gave him an early Classic [1] and the drawing and turned him loose. Due to patent law they
couldn't use the Chief moniker and up until its release the name had not been settled on. The
Drifters are intended to be a "tribute" to the Indian Chief and so closely resembles the Indian
Chief of the late s that the uninitiated mistake it for an "old" Indian. The Super Chief was
featured in several motorcycle magazines. An article in Rider magazine quoted the creators as
saying that "the object of the exercise had been to marry classic Indian styling with
contemporary technology in order to create a motorcycle which one might have expected Indian
to manufacture had it still been in existence at the time the project was launched". Three years
later, the team revisited this theme by creating a classic-styled police motorcycle. The Kawasaki
Vulcan Super Chief was eventually shipped to Japan where it would inspire the creation and
launch of the Kawasaki Vulcan Drifter, whose blacked out handlebar , frame , forks , and shock
absorbers , as well as gray engine base, served to emulate the classic look. Kawasaki offered
driving lights as accessories which could be added to the bike to enhance its appearance, while
also serving a functional purpose. Despite its s appearance, the Drifter is powered by a
fuel-injected liquid-cooled cc V-twin engine delivering power by a five-speed transmission
featuring an automatic neutral finder. A drive shaft is used to transfer power from the engine
and transmission to the rear wheel, and the motorcycle has single disc brakes both front and
rear. The Drifter has a 1. In the model Kawasaki repeated the blacked out look, then in
introduced a new look which included chromed forks and accessories, a larger fuel tank, and a
modified seat consisting of stock solo seating as opposed to the two-up seat which had
previously been standard issue. Following the model release, the Drifter was retired from the
Kawasaki stable. Its lighter-weight counterpart, the Drifter , introduced in , remained in
production for one more year before it too ceased production. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Retrieved 31 October Motorcycle Cruiser Magazine. Retrieved 10 August The fenders,
of course, are what people notice first, and they draw the most comments. April Styled along
the lines of some of the luxurious American big twins of the late s and early s Indian being the
best known , the Drifter â€¦ has deeply valenced fenders, a large solo saddle, floorboards, and a
sort of s streamlined look, stretching from the long shell for the reflector-type headlight to the
fishtail on the muffler for the two-into-one exhaust that evokes that era. Categories : Kawasaki
motorcycles Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Webarchive
template wayback links Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing
additional references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Year
Type. Versys KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja R. Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring.
Ninja H2 SX. Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. The VNA has a shaft drive.
Kawasaki also made the now rare VZ variant with chromed wheel arches and other subtle

differences. Apart from paint schemes the Vulcan remained largely unchanged throughout its
year production run with only minor adjustments to components. Kawasaki introduced the
Vulcan in as an entry level cruiser. The series 2 was fitted with a chain drive and five-speed
transmission to reduce cost and was produced in both Classic and Drifter variations. It had a 6
speed transmission and belt final drive. Both versions were available as models. With the ENC
the ergonomics changed as well as the engine tuning. New cam shaft profiles and slightly lower
compression pistons moved the power band down to increase low end torque. Also the
carburetors were downsized from 34mm to 32mm. The belt final drive was replaced with a chain.
The Vulcan LTD was discontinued after the model year for a nearly 20 year production run.
Introduced in with an Ergo-Fit system designed for better custom comfort adjustability for
different rider sizes. A choice of three foot peg positions, three seats and two handlebars are
available to choose from, at time of purchase. The engine is a cc parallel twin derived from the
Ninja Retuned, heavier flywheel and redesigned intake give the Vulcan S more low and mid
range torque. It has very non traditional cruiser looks with a unique frame and suspension
layout. All Specs via [1]. It has a The Vulcan Drifter ceased production in The Meanstreak was
introduced in and lasted 2 years, before giving way to the Meanstreak. This performance
version of the had the same basic engine as the FI, but sported several upgrades including new
camshafts, larger valves, larger fuel injection throttle bodies, new high compression pistons,
and re-designed combustion chamber. It also had a slimmed down narrower gas tank. Two
models of the Vulcan were discontinued in with the introduction of the VN These were the VNA
introduced in and the first of Kawasaki's modern cruiser style. The VNA featured a softail
design, bobbed rear fender and a inch front wheel. The second, the VNB Classic was introduced
in and had a retro styling that featured full fenders and inch wheels on both front and rear.
Based and built on the same frame, the Vulcan base model, Classic, and Classic LT have only
subtle differences between the variations. The most apparent is the "bug-eye" chrome nacelle
projection headlight that was first introduced on Vulcan VNA base model. This headlight was
the only offering from Kawasaki until the introduction of the Vulcan Classic VND in , which
employed a more traditional headlight. The Classic LT had an appearance similar to the Classic
but added saddlebags, windshield, passenger floorboards and passenger backrest to the
offering. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Kawasaki Vulcan February 24,
Retrieved July 7, Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles
introduced in Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Commons category link is
on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Year Type. Z Z1-R. Kawasaki Tomcat ZX Ninja ZXF thru to GPz Turbo. Ninja R thru to
GTR Concours thru to Other than the Vulcan S, Kawasaki has great models in the Vulcan range.
Kawasaki has made sure to make a mark in the motorcycling industry because these are
genuinely great bikes. Having a look at the Vulcan can sometimes seem like these are
unstoppable bikes, and nothing can go wrong. This problem is apparent in most Kawasaki
Vulcan models. The issues that result from a failing oil gear pump will usually show up between
4, miles and 15, miles on the bike. Keep in mind that the oil gear pump problems mostly affected
older variations of the Vulcan. This includes models from through to This was due to Kawasaki
having installed a plastic oil gear pump instead of a metal one. These plastic pumps were weak,
and a lot of Vulcans faced the issue of having to replace it. The problem was solved by
Kawasaki replacing the pumps under warranty. These days, there are only a few Vulcan models
that experience this problem. This is because Kawasaki went and upgraded the oil gear pump
from plastic to metal. The problem was more apparent on the Vulcan Classic models, and
owners opted to replace the oil gear with a third party one. Replacing the oil gear pump seems
to solve the symptoms listed above. This particular problem with the stator is apparent on the
Vulcan Classic, Vulcan , Vulcan models. Stators are generally in charge of the charging system
on a bike. This is why problems with a stator will typically seem like battery or charging
problems. If you face one of these symptoms, a visit to the mechanic might be the next logical
step. These will all be necessary tests to undergo to get to the root of the problem. These can
usually be done at home if you have the required tools and knowledge to diagnose the Vulcan. If
the problem seems to be battery related, a replacement battery or charging it properly usually
alleviates the problem on the Vulcans. There is a variety of choices for these parts that range in
quality and longevity. Unfortunately, not all owners faced with this issue can replace the parts
and solve the problem. In a few unlucky instances, the parts were exchanged for new ones, and
a few days later, the parts died out, and the owner was back to the same problem again.
Although these instances were pretty rare, the problem persisted, and a few owners went as far
as rebuilding the whole stator unit on the Vulcan. This issue occurs most often on the Kawasaki
Vulcan The drive pulley on the Vulcan drives the belt, and most owners facing the problem

experience noises coming from the belt. When it comes to these Drive Pulley problems on the
Vulcan, it can indicate issues with different components. Problems with the drive pulley will
usually show themselves as noises coming from the belt. It sounds like the belt is rubbing up
against something and producing a squealing noise. Owners of the Vulcan who came across
this problem stated that it showed up after the bike had fallen or had gotten into an accident.
This can also happen after a replacement of the belt. The belt tension on the Kawasaki Vulcans
is very sensitive. This means that adjusting the belt incorrectly will usually result in a noisy belt
or faulty drive pulley system. So, belt tension that is too tight or too loose will bring up issues
with the belt and drive pulley system on the Vulcan. Most problems that arise with a noisy belt
usually indicated an incorrectly adjusted belt tension. Drive pulley problems usually occur
between 2, miles and 9, miles on the Vulcan Swapping out the belt for a new one can work, but
the tension has to be just right when installing the new drive belt. So it is recommended to have
a mechanic or dealership deal with the installation. Having visited a mechanic, other owners
found out that the nut on the drive pulley had come loose. This is a different issue, and the
noise from a loose nut on the drive pulley will only happen when the bike is coasting. The nut
coming loose is not as common as the belt issue but does affect a lot of riders. A loose nut can
result in some wear and tear on both the drive pulley and the output spline shaft. The only
difference is that the whining noise is very high pitched and seems to be coming from the left
side of the engine. The problem usually points to a failing stator. Aftermarket or third party
stators are available for the Kawasaki Vulcan models. This problem affects a few Vulcan
models. The Vulcan gives of a rattling noise coming from the transmission. This is a problem
that mostly affects the Vulcan models. The speedometer would sometimes act up. It would
show inaccurate speeds and sometimes stop working altogether. Users found that the
speedometer cable housing was not entirely closed, and this led to the speedometer acting up.
On the Vulcan , the speedometer cable housing can be a bit tricky to get to. So those who fixed
the problem were able to use a pair of long-nosed pliers to get the housing closed. The
Kawasaki Vulcan models were a big player in the cruiser market, especially in the US. This
might be because of the great handling and the power of the engine. The Kawasaki Vulcan S
model has a steady crop of Kawasaki cruiser fans. It puts out a maximum of RPM at 63Nm, and
all that power comes to a smooth stop with an improved braking system. Most owners of the
new Vulcan S model from Kawasaki brag about its stopping power. The bike features ABS and a
single mm disc front brake. The seating position on the Kawasaki Vulcan models has always
been comfortable and can go up against some of the best cruisers in the same range. Little
creature comforts, such as a clever neutral-finder at stops, floorboards, and a backrest for the
passenger, plus electronic cruise control, add to the superb package that makes the Kawasaki
Vulcan Nomad a great model you might not have considered. Kawasaki market research has
determined that a primary concern for motorcycle buyersâ€”first-timers and experienced
ridersâ€”is finding a motorcycle that physically fits. Picking a new bike is not unlike trying on a
new pair of shoes, and it is here that the all-new Kawasaki Vulcan S Ergo-Fit concept provides a
fresh approach. NB: These prices are estimated and may vary concerning your location. Also,
the model and the mileage may play a part in its price range. Skip to content. We may earn
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